
The Enersound Professional System is designed to work when two-way interpretation and/or limited relay 

capabilities are needed. The IC-2 Control Unit is an audio control center for simultaneous interpretation 

of one or more languages. 

It allows one or two interpreters to monitor floor or relay sources, activate microphone inputs, and route 

the interpretation signal to one of two language groups, as well as controling  the volume of the audio 

input. Interpreters may listen to the program (OR – Original) directly from the audio feed or in relay mode 

from the REL (REL – Relay) input. Interpreters may also select the language channel output (ENGLISH or 

FOREIGN). It provides floor pass-through on & off control. 

Ideal for conferences and events when two-way bilingual or one-way multilingual interpretation is requi-

red. Can be used with any FM or Infrared transmitter on the market.Note: These systems require a human 

language interpreter, they do not translate automatically.  

T-500 Multichannel Base Transmitter 

Professional Bilingual Interpretation System with Limited Relay 

 R-120 Multichannel FM  Receiver EAR-120 Dual Headphones 

T-500 Multichannel FM Transmitter 

R-120 Multichannel FM Receiver + Dual Headphones for audience 

The Enersound R-120 receiver is ideal for all kinds of conferences and events.  It is a multichannel solution, compatible 

with most FM systems currently on the market that operate on the 72-76 MHz frequency band.  

Add-on any number of receivers as required for the size of your audience. The R-120 receiver has a digital LCD display 

with channel, low battery and volume level indicators. It also features a channel lock function and it´s compatible with 

stereo earphones. Multiple carrying options: belt clip, neck strap and velcro arm-band. 

Special prices on bulk orders 

The T500 transmitter features 3 main audio inputs that allow the direct con-

nection of virtually any audio source. It also has a recording output and a 

3.5 mm monitor headphone jack Its LCD display allows to easily program 

the various useful functions, such as test tone, RF power level, display mode 

(frequencies or channel numbers corresponding to the Enersound R-120 

receiver), channel lock.  

Add up to six languages by purchasing one additional transmitter and mic. 

per language. The T-500 has an operating range of 500 ft.  and  is compati-

ble with most systems operating on the 72-76 MHz frequency band. 
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12' XLR Male to XLR Female Professional Cable (to connect transmitters to 

interpreter console) 

Sennheiser Interpreter Headsets w/ Microphone 

Lightweight high quality stereo Headset Microphone for professional usage. 

Passive noise-canceling for clear communication. 

Adjust the volume or mute the mic with the convenient inline controls. 

Plug-and-play dual 3.5 mm jacks and 2-year warranty

The interpreter uses it to adjust the volume of the sound he/she hears, as well as to control the audio of the 

outgoing channel. The interpreter console has controls that allow the interpreter to activate or deactivate 

the output from his or her microphone and select the input and output channels. 

A double console allows two interpreters to work in the language transferring control from one interpreter to 

the other. In these cases, each interpreter must have a headset with a microphone. 

IC-2 Interpreter Console 
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Optional Items 

Carrying Cases

We offer a wide variety of cases to store and transport translation & interpretation systems. Available in 

different sizes for most packages. Each case´s lid is lined with convoluted high-density polyurethane 

foam to gently secure items so no movement or damage may occur during transport.  

CAS-10 Carrying Case 

Designed to store and carry up to 10 Enersound R-120 FM receivers and accesso-

ries. It has a strong polypropylene body, metal core hinges, nylon latches and an 

integrated handle.  

Price: $89.00 (MSRP: $ 147.00) 

CAS-25 Carrying Case 

This 25-unit watertight carrying case is designed to store and carry up to 25 Ener-

sound R-120 FM receivers and accessories. It is waterproof, impact resistant, 

crushproof, dustproof. It is made of strong, yet lightweight NK-7™ resin.  

Price: $ 279.00 (MSRP: $ 329.00) 
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Earphones and Headsets 

We offer a variety of headphones for the audience and headsets for interpreters to make the most of 

your interpretation equipment. 

EAR-102 Single-ear Earphones for R-120 Receiver 

Lightweight Over-the-head Headphones 

It’s recommended that you upgrade from the complimentary headphones to 

the single-ear clip on earphones that are flexible, comfortable, easy to clean, 

reusable and have optimal sound quality.   

Price: $9.90 per piece. (MSRP: $ 16.00 each)  Special price of $7.90 for 100+ pcs

Lightweight, comfortable, sturdy enough, and their sound is very 

clear,making it a convenient choice for a low budget.

Price: $ 7.48 per piece.



Batteries and Chargers 

We offer Batteries and Chargers for your translation & interpretation equipment. Alkaline and rechargeable 

batteries available as well as fast charging stations and chargers. 

5-FM Receivers Rechargeable System Pack. 

Includes: 

(1)     12-Bay LCD Fast Battery Charger/ Discharger with USB Output 

(12) AAA Ni-MH rechargeable batteries 

Price: $ 65.00 

25-FM Receivers Rechargeable System Pack 

Includes: 

(1)   16-Bay LCD Fast Battery Charger/ Discharger with USB Output 

(52) AAA Ni-MH rechargeable batteries. 

Price: $ 155.00 

10-FM Receivers Rechargeable System Pack. 

Includes: 

(1)   12-Bay LCD Fast Battery Charger/ Discharger with USB Output 

(20) AAA Ni-MH rechargeable batteries 

Price: $ 80.00 

Additional Rechargeable Batteries for R120 Receiver| Options: 

- 4 AAA Rechargeable Batteries 800mAh $7.95: 4 pcs Low Self-

Discharge Ni-MH Rechargeable AAA Battery. 

- 24 AAA Rechargeable Batteries 800mAh $39.95: 6 pcs of a 4 

Pack Low Self-Discharge Ni-MH Rechargeable  AAA Battery. 

Alkaline batteries for Enersound R-120 FM receivers.  Non re-

chargeable battery, une time use only. 

Price: $ 7.90 
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Interpreter Booths (shipping not included)

Ideal for simultaneous interpretation, meetings and conferences, our booths provide the perfect visual and two-

way audio communication between the interpreters and the participants. They provide acoustic separation bet-

ween interpreters and the conference participants allowing for a comfortable working environment.

Table top Interpretation Translation Booth 

The portable two-person simultaneous interpretation booth is easy to assemble and ideal for workshops and 

small meetings where space is limited. Price: $ 1,295.00 (MSRP: $ 1,249.00) 

Passion for innovation 

Additional set of 17-channels battery operated transmitter with headband microphone MIC-200 - 

Ideal for events that require mobility (tours of factories, guided tours, meetings in small halls, etc.)   

Price: $ 542.95 (MSRP: $ 624.00) 
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Economy Full Size Voice-Over/Translation Booth 

Designed to be used in translation, interpretation. and voi-

ce-over applications. This booth will fit one or two people 

seated comfortably at a table.  

Price: $ 1,295.00 (MSRP: $ 1,815.50) 
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Sound-Proof Interpretation Booth 

A fully enclosed interpretation booth provides acoustic separation between interpreters and the conference 

participants allowing for a comfortable working environment. This enables interpreters to maintain the intense 

effort of concentration required by their work and reduces the sound of their voices from outside the booth. 

Designed to ISO-4043 (International Organization for Standardization), a worldwide standard for translation 

booths. Includes (2) H.D. 55 CFM silent whisper 110 volts fan assembly unit CSA approved with (2) electric outlet 

for accessories and (2) ATA shipping cases on wheels (105 Kg for 2 cases)  

Price: $ 5,163.75 (MSRP: $ 6,075.00) 
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